Path To Play Guide

Welcome to Thinkery! Follow the Trail Guide as you play and explore our galleries for 15 minutes each. When you hear the intercom announcement, continue to your next gallery stop for more fun!

Visit the store after your visit
Stop by the store (on Level 1) after your visit

Upgrade your tickets to a membership
Use your Path to Play tickets to upgrade to a membership! Contact our team within 2-business days.

Capture Memories
Follow @ThinkeryATX and post about your visit. Add the hashtag #ThinkeryATX so we can see what you have to say!
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HEALTH AND SAFETY GUIDELINES

Please adhere to these guidelines during your visit.

No food allowed, except for formula and water:
Our snack area is closed, and water fountains are off. Please bring your own water bottles.

Face covering required:
All visitors ages 2+ must wear a mask that covers their nose and mouth. Masks may be removed when drinking water.

Stay Together, Play Together:
Adults must stay with their children and supervise them at all times.

Physical distancing:
There will be signage promoting safe distancing and 10-guest capacity limit for each gallery.

Closed Galleries:
To create the safest possible environment for our staff and guests, we have removed items from our galleries that cannot be thoroughly sanitized multiple times per day, and closed spaces that do not allow for proper physical distancing. The following exhibits are NOT open at this time: Smile Here, Train Town, Feature Gallery, Spark Shop, Move! Studio and Bloom.

Guests who fail to follow the above guidelines will be asked to leave and reschedule their visit for a later date when the measures are no longer in place.
As you follow the trail, can you find a pig with a letter next to it in each gallery? Write down the letter inside the yellow circles. Once you found all six letters, unscramble them to reveal a secret message. Let the adventure begin!
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Trail Guide & Scavenger Hunt

As you follow the trail, can you find a pig with a letter next to it in each gallery? Write down the letter inside the yellow circles. Once you found all six letters, unscramble them to reveal a secret message. Let the adventure begin!

Unscramble the letters. What does it spell?

LETTERS

1. Let's Grow
2. Currents
3. Our Backyard
4. Light Lab
5. Innovators’ Workshop A
6. Innovators’ Workshop B

SERVICE AREA KEY

- Women’s Restrooms
- Nursing Room
- Men’s Restrooms
- Elevator
- All Gender Restrooms
- Thinkery Store
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